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Oaf-System combine with big
opacity from grain platform
to 55-busbel grain Pm. Fea-
tures extra-heavy concave
end the.strongest cylinder in
the -business' Does superior
mb in smalt gram and .beans»n at) field conditions;

Um-System combine with
cornbead for top perform-
ance in "corn country.”
Greedy Superpicker Corn-
head has specially designed
snapping rolls, and double
auger elevators to carry the
ears off fast.

four self-propelled harvesting implements
all usingjthe sameyugged Power Unit!
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. Startwith the Power Unit. Choice of 2(76 cw. aTor hew 244 cb. in. engines-—''
. , ground speeds (3 forward, I reverse), controlr ,, tower visibility, and "easy on - easy oIf” Uni-System interchangeability. Then, select the Uni-

System harvesting units you need. For small grain and beans, you have the Combine—with
either an 11-foot or 13-foot grain platform. For shelled corn, you add a Comhead.
Just one Cqrnhead (with all the big capacity features of New Idea’s famous Superpicker) to
serve as the gathering unit for the Uni-Picker, Uni-Shelter or Uni-Combine.
It’s that simple. Only one investment in a Power Unit—then, your choice of interchangeable
processing units to assemble up to tour different self-propelled harvesting machines!

J\*New Idea 2333 FINANCE PLAN-Even if you buy the Power Unit and alt available Uni-System
<■ harvesting units, your down payment is only $2,333 cash or trade.. AND, after you've made'' -

.
,©np seasonal payment, you can buy additional Unf-System machines with ne down payment!

Oni-Sysfem picker has giant shelter. world's
12-roll husking bed, biggest only self-propelled shelter:
on the market Special pres- , cage-type, it lets you con-
ser wheels with 312 moving trot the length of tune the
rubber Flexi-Fingers align) .ears stay in the shelling
the ears and keep them / cage. Delivers cleaner corn,
moving along the husking I fewer cracked kernels toSO-;
rolls You get cleaner corn. bu. bin.

CHET LONG, Akron, Pa.


